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US population level statistics

Source: Club Vita calculations using CDC and COVID Tracking Project data

c425k / c15% more deaths than expected in 2020
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Historical context of 2020 experience

Source: Club Vita calculations using HMD, CDC and COVID Tracking Project data

In isolation 2020 excess deaths will not significantly affect pension plan liabilities
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Current state of the pandemic
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Reduction in excess mortality in USA in 3rd wave

Source:  Weekly deaths by state from CDC

Rapid reduction in excess 
deaths since start of year but 
care needed because of late 
reporting

47% of excess deaths under 
age 75 (vs. 28% in UK)

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid19/excess_deaths.htm
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Reduction in excess mortality in USA in 3rd wave

Source:  Weekly deaths by state from CDC

Similar patterns in number of 
reported deaths to mid-February 
across all age groups, in 
advance of impact of vaccines

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid19/excess_deaths.htm
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Multi-factorial nature of improving mortality

Source:  Variation in US hospital mortality rates in 1st 6 months of pandemic

Cumulative improvements in treatment Reducing number of infections

Source: COVID Data Tracker

https://click.endnote.com/viewer?doi=10.1001%2Fjamainternmed.2020.8193&token=WzExOTg0NjEsIjEwLjEwMDEvamFtYWludGVybm1lZC4yMDIwLjgxOTMiXQ.D0vvgmEcfQ-6s2NHgjFLO3Xh3co
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41577-020-0331-4?error=cookies_not_supported&code=5bc52b90-7534-4557-b6d7-c4ff2abc7206
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#trends_dailytrendscases
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Global picture of vaccination programmes

Source: Our world in data, REACT-2 study antibody prevalence

Age group Pfizer/BioNTech

>21 days after 

single dose

After two 

doses

18-29 94.7 100.0

30-39 90.0 100.0

40-49 84.2 96.3

50-59 77.1 92.2

60-69 70.6 95.9

70-79 48.7 92.7

80+ 34.7 87.8

Prevalence of IgG antibodies in population

https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.02.26.21252512v1
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Vaccine acceptance, hesitancy and access
Attitudes to vaccination vary significantly, between and within 
countries. Framing highly relevant to stated intentions.

Source: IHME COVID-19 Results Briefings – Dec 22 Source: KFF COVID-19 Vaccine Monitor (Jan)

% already vaccinated or will get vaccine

as soon as possible

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.01.04.21249241v1.full.pdf
http://www.healthdata.org/sites/default/files/files/Projects/COVID/briefing_US_20201223.pdf
https://www.kff.org/report-section/kff-covid-19-vaccine-monitor-january-2021-vaccine-hesitancy/
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Vaccine acceptance, hesitancy and access
Attitudes to vaccination vary significantly, between and within 
countries. Framing highly relevant to stated intentions.

Source: IHME COVID-19 Results Briefings – Mar 6 Source: KFF COVID-19 Vaccine Monitor (Feb)

% already vaccinated or will get vaccine

as soon as possible

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.01.04.21249241v1.full.pdf
http://www.healthdata.org/sites/default/files/files/Projects/COVID/2021/102_briefing_United_States_of_America_4.pdf
https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/poll-finding/kff-covid-19-vaccine-monitor-february-2021/
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Impact of viral mutations on vaccine effectiveness
B.1.1.7 (501Y.V1) variant first detected in Kent, UK in September.  Now dominant variant in UK.
Since then, variants from South Africa & Brazil with E484K mutation, but limited numbers outside those countries.
Threat of viral mutation in receptor-binding domain reducing effectiveness of antibodies from prior infection or 
vaccination

Source: COVID-19 Cases caused by variants Source: Comprehensive mapping ofSARS-CoV2 mutations

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/transmission/variant-cases.html
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.12.31.425021v1
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Behaviours & concerns during a pandemic

Source: Behavioural Insights Team

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41577-020-0331-4?error=cookies_not_supported&code=5bc52b90-7534-4557-b6d7-c4ff2abc7206
https://www.bi.team/blogs/holding-up-our-behavioural-guard-long-enough-for-the-vaccine-to-take-hold/
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Behaviours & concerns during a pandemic

Source: How COVID-19 is changing consumers

https://www.consultancy.uk/news/26255/seven-mckinsey-charts-on-how-covid-19-is-changing-consumers
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International dimension to COVID behaviors

Source: Our shifting behaviour around coronavirus

YouGov has been tracking behavioral changes across 25 countries for the last year through weekly surveys

https://yougov.co.uk/topics/international/articles-reports/2020/03/17/personal-measures-taken-avoid-covid-19
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/five-charts-coronavirus-covid-19-behaviour/
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Longevity scenario modeling
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Introduction to scenario modeling

Scenario modeling

The process of assessing the effects of specific scenarios on a pension 
plan’s future financial position. 
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Uses of scenario modeling

Middle ground – understand range of reasonable 
best estimates

• Understand frictional costs of demographic risk 
on funding and investment strategies and LDI 
portfolios

Extreme events – understand effects of tail events

• Identify unmanaged risk and possible 
mitigation strategies

• Test resilience of funding and investment 
decisions
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Club Vita research paper

Research paper and accompanying 
technical appendices 

• US: https://www.clubvita.us/collaborative-
research/covid-19-longevity-scenarios-a-
bump-in-the-road-or-a-catalyst-for-change

• UK: https://www.clubvita.co.uk/collaborative-
research/covid-19-longevity-scenarios-a-
bump-in-the-road-or-a-catalyst-for-change

• Canada: 
https://clubvita.ca/Collaboration/Scenarios

https://www.clubvita.us/collaborative-research/covid-19-longevity-scenarios-a-bump-in-the-road-or-a-catalyst-for-change
https://www.clubvita.co.uk/collaborative-research/covid-19-longevity-scenarios-a-bump-in-the-road-or-a-catalyst-for-change
https://clubvita.ca/Collaboration/Scenarios
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Calibration process
Key mortality 

drivers

Direct short-

term risk of 

COVID-19

Disruption to 

non-COVID 

medical care

Changes to 

health and 

care systems

Global 

Recession

Define scenarios Determine effects of 

specific events on key 

longevity drivers

Calibrate 

scenarios

Distil available 

research on specific 

/ similar events
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Club Vita’s COVID longevity scenarios

Bump in the Road

• Effective roll out of vaccine 
results in a swift recovery from 
the pandemic

• Marked increase in deaths in 
2020 and 2021

• Then largely return to pre-
pandemic trajectory

• …but with a couple of “lost-
years” of improvements

Long Road to Recovery

• Challenges to efficacy and take 
up of the vaccine result in 
prolonged effect of the pandemic.

• COVID related excess mortality 
continues through first half of 
2020s

• Longer term disruption to non-
COVID medical services: low 
levels of improvements in 2020s 
and 2030s

• Lower socioeconomic groups 
hardest hit
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Innovation in Adversity

• Effective roll out of vaccine 
results in a swift recovery from 
the pandemic

• ‘V-shaped’ economic recovery 
allowing catch-up in lost years 
of improvements

• Lessons learned act as catalyst 
for longer term improvements –
directly from medical advances 
and indirectly from efforts to 
address health inequality

Club Vita’s COVID longevity scenarios

Healthcare Decline

• Initial optimism around the 
vaccine proves unfounded –
adverse publicity limits uptake 
and new mutations limit 
effectiveness

• Persistent waves of COVID-19 
mortality through 2020s

• Healthcare provisions 
overwhelmed by each wave

• Massive disruptions to non-
COVID medical treatments with 
no periods of catch up possible
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Comparison of scenarios

Period life expectancy will only stay low if 2020/21 experience persists
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Comparison of scenarios

Liabilities will also be affected by changes to other demographics and financial conditions / outlook
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Calibration of scenarios
Immediate impact of COVID-19*

Socioeconomic differences*

Longer term impact*

Bump in the road

*calibration has been simplified for ease of presentation
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Dynamic scenario modeling
Immediate impact of COVID-19*

Socioeconomic differences*

Longer term impact*

Larger impact in 2021?

Higher long term impact?

Reduced long term impact on 
higher socioeconomic groups?

*calibration has been simplified for ease of presentation
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Dynamic scenario modeling
Immediate impact of COVID-19*

Socioeconomic differences*

Longer term impact*

Bespoke scenario

*calibration has been simplified for ease of presentation
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Risk Management for Pension Plans
Informing discussions with plan sponsors



What we know is a drop, 

what we don’t know is an ocean.
- Isaac Newton

31



Leveraging the scenarios in consulting 
engagements

● ASOP 51 risk assessments

○ For some plans, this paper may be enough

○ For larger plans (or plans that can materially impact the employer), the scenarios  create 
a starting point for a plan-specific risk assessment

● Actuarial assumption setting

○ Provides a framework for identifying and rationalizing proposed assumption 
modifications

32



Assumption Setting Considerations

● ASOPs 27 (Economic) and 35 (Demographic)

● Prescribed vs. actuary-selected/advised

● Professional judgment

● Views of experts may be considered

● Consider characteristics of covered group

● Relevant factors affecting future experience

● Reasonable

● Consistent

● No significant bias

● ASOP 51

● Professional judgment

● Views of experts may be considered

● One or more assumptions differ from annual valuation 
measurements

● Plausible outcomes

33

Risk ModelingAnnual Valuation



Constructing ASOP 51 Scenarios

● Capital markets will behave differently in 
each of these scenarios, and that dynamic 
should be considered when constructing 
consistent economic assumptions

● Other demographic assumptions may be 
impacted as expected employee behavior 
could differ with respect to retirement, 
turnover, disability, form of payment, etc.

● Employer’s view on risk may be impacted 
by COVID-19 generally, and could vary by 
scenario

There’s more 
than just 

longevity to 
consider

34



Customizing Risk Modeling Scenarios
Longevity driven by 

socioeconomic groupings and 
job classification

Retirement may be higher for 
front-line workers with more 

direct exposure to COVID and 
higher potential rates of 

burnout

Turnover may be higher where 
the ability to effectively work 

remotely increases job 
opportunities outside of current 

geography

COVID could have lasting 
effects that leads to increased 

long-term incidence of 
disability 
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Retirement

Turnover

Disability

Nurses Teachers Consultants

Longevity

Potential Demographic Assumption Impact 
(Long Road to Recovery / Healthcare Decline)

Decline Decline Increase

Earlier Earlier Later

Higher / Lower Higher / Lower Higher

Higher
Lower /

Little Change
Lower /

Little Change

Caution: These are broad generalizations; expectations may vary by employer, geography, plan 

design, and other factors.



Annual Valuation Assumption Setting

● Base mortality table may not be impacted for 5+ years

○ Teachers plans may be the earliest adopters

● Mortality improvement assumption requires more immediate attention

○ How long is it reasonable to not make any adjustment?

○ Select and ultimate assumptions

○ Different projections scales for different plan sub-populations

○ Ultimate long-term rate of improvement

● Adjusting mortality assumption may be an opportunity to lower the discount rate

● Carefully reassess other assumptions for continued reasonableness and 
consistency
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Closing Thoughts

● Be aware of the interaction with other risks when 
constructing plausible scenarios for risk 
assessment

○ Funding and accounting bases

○ Investments

○ Strength of sponsor

● Consultants using these scenarios to consult 
with clients need to think about and really 
understand the associated economic 
implications of each

37
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This Powerpoint presentation contains confidential information belonging to Club Vita LLP (CV). CV are the owner or 

the licensee of all intellectual property rights in the Powerpoint presentation. All such rights are reserved. The 

material and charts included herewith are provided as background information for illustration purposes only.

This Powerpoint presentation is not a definitive analysis of the subjects covered and should not be regarded as a 

substitute for specific advice in relation to the matters addressed. It is not advice and should not be relied upon.

This Powerpoint presentation should not be released or otherwise disclosed to any third party without prior consent 

from CV. CV accept no liability for errors or omissions or reliance upon any statement or opinion herein.

Thank you


